Speak-out will address Garrick resignation

By HEATHER COCKS
Assistant Editor

The debate about treatment of homosexuals at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's will enter a new chapter today at a speak-out protesting Father David Garrick's resignation.

Garrick, a communications and theater professor, announced Thursday he will not return to Notre Dame next year because, as a celibate homosexual, he feels discriminated against by the administration.

"We're all very upset about this and we're trying to support him," said Alyssa Hellrung, co-chair elect for Gays and Lesbians of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, which helped organize the speak-out.

"He comes to all our meetings and is very supportive. It's awesome to have a faculty voice in our group that's positive," she said. "We're upset, and we want to see what dialogue can come out of this."

The College Democrats, the Progressive Students' Alliance, GLNDSMC and the Women's Resource Center coordinated the event, which takes place from 4 to 6 p.m. this evening at Fieldhouse Mall. The coordinators expect 300 students to attend the speak-out.

For the organizers, Garrick's announcement provides a catalyst for public discussion of several gay and lesbian issues in the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's community, according to a press release from the students organizing the speak-out.

Participants will also protest Notre Dame's refusal to add sexual orientation to the legal non-discrimination clause, the administration's refusal in 1993 to officially encourage Notre Dame to consider the environment over cost the next time they make an environmentally unfriendly polystyrene dishes.

When: Tonight 4-6 pm Fieldhouse Mall

-See SPEAK-OUT/ page 4-

Students protest SDH's switch to Styrofoam

By HEATHER MACKENZIE
Assistant Managing Editor

About 40 students gathered yesterday in front of the South Dining Hall to voice their collective concerns about the use of environmentally unfriendly polystyrene dishes.

"Our sense of painful history is limited. I find film a useful tool to open up what happened," said Stuart Liebman, a professor from Queens College and the City University of New York.

Liebman, who is perhaps most well-known for his real-life role as Jerry Seinfeld's film instructor in the mid-70's, now teaches his students about the Holocaust. Liebman opens his course with powerful imagery of the time, such as the gas chambers or the overcrowded railroad cars headed toward the concentration camps.

"I would like students to be deeply abject at the end with the power and weight of what happened to a group of humans, a group who was really an outside group. I make them experience that firsthand as a kind of moral ruf-fup that this was not just one person killing another; I want them to keep asking questions at the end; that they always have somewhere in the back of their minds that this could happen," he said.

"If you do not disagree with the medium as a vehicle for education. "Film is the medium of our century. It will touch the most people," he said. "Film gives shape to things that are so horrific otherwise."

Apart from Angelico, as a daughter of two Holocaust survivors, has a special insight into the role of film in whatever you can," said Sheila McCarthy, a freshman from Pasquerilla West.

Many of the speakers encouraged students to see WASTE / page 6-

Films educate about Holocaust

By ERICA THESING
News Writer

A movie director and four professors from around the nation gathered at The Snite Museum last weekend to discuss the use of film and media in Holocaust education.

The academic symposium, sponsored by the Notre Dame Holocaust Project, concluded a weekend of Holocaust-related film screenings at the Snite.

Although each speaker addressed a different aspect of Holocaust education, they generally agreed that teaching such a complex historical event is difficult. They also concurred that film may be a useful tool in that process.

"For our particular situation, where the history is limited. I find film a useful vehicle to open up what happened," said Stuart Liebman, a professor from Queens College and the City University of New York.

Liebman, who is perhaps most well-known for his real-life role as Jerry Seinfeld's film instructor in the mid-70's, now teaches his students about the Holocaust. Liebman opens his course with powerful imagery of the time, such as the gas chambers or the overcrowded railroad cars headed toward the concentration camps.

"I would like students to be deeply abject at the end with the power and weight of what happened to a group of humans, a group who was really an outside group. I make them experience that firsthand as a kind of moral ruf-fup that this was not just one person killing another; I want them to keep asking questions at the end; that they always have somewhere in the back of their minds that this could happen," he said.

Irene Lilienheim Angelico, director of a film shown during the symposium, recognizes the importance of exploring the medium as a vehicle for education.

"Film is the medium of our century. It will touch the most people," she said. "Film gives shape to things that are so horrific otherwise."

Angelico, as a daughter of two Holocaust survivors, has a special insight into the role of film in whatever you can," said Sheila McCarthy, a freshman from Pasquerilla West.

Many of the speakers encouraged students to see FILMS/ page 4-

-See FILMS/ page 4-

-See SPEAK-OUT / page 4-

-See WASTE / page 6-
Outside the Dome

University ‘blew it’ in distributing Social Security numbers

TUCSON, Ariz. University of Arizona officials released student and employee Social Security numbers to two companies in their zeal to set up the new CatCard system — a move that may violate federal law.

University attorney Michael Proctor said UA ‘is not making excuses’ for providing the data to Saguarito Credit Union and MCI Telecommunications Corp., and said it is likely the University violated state and federal law by releasing the information.

‘‘More likely it is a violation than it is a violation,’’ Proctor said. ‘‘My sense is that it probably is a violation.’’

Terrence Bressi, a Lunar and Planetary Lab engineer, and physics senior Andrew Tubbilho began looking into the matter after they called MCI regarding the calling card feature of the new CatCards and were asked to verify their Social Security numbers.

Bressi said in a message distributed to some UA e-mail listserv members Wednesday.

‘‘Since I don’t do business with MCI and I didn’t release my SSN, I asked how she got the information and she replied it was released by the university,’’ Bressi’s e-mail stated.

Damage control hit a fever pitch when UA officials promised to retrieve the information. MCI is expected to delete Social Security numbers from their system today, and negotiations are underway with Saguarito Credit Union, Proctor said.

‘‘Right now, I’m trying to stop the bleeding,’’ he said, adding that he has not yet determined exactly how the information was released or if the release was legal.

‘‘But basically, I think we blew it,’’ Proctor said.

The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act bars schools from releasing ‘‘personally identifiable information’’ without students’ permission. Proctor said if UA employes involved in releasing the information probably believed it was legal to release Social Security numbers to service providers.

‘‘Clearly, releasing the records violated the spirit of the law,’’ said jumping into lecturer Jim Mitchell, who holds a law degree. ‘‘Someone in the university would have to be monumentally stupid to release records for commercial purposes.’’

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

Med center accused of misdiagnosis

HARRISBURG, Va. JMU is internally investigating the University Health Center in response to a student’s allegation that a misdiagnosis required her to undergo emergency surgery. ‘‘Anytime a student has a complaint, we look into it,’’ said Health Center director Donna Harper. Sophomore Austin Adams said he first went to the health center on Feb. 19 with a sore throat. His symptoms worsened over the next several days, and he returned to the health center; he said, Adams, who filed the complaint last week, went from the health center to the Rockingham Memorial Hospital emergency room March 3, where doctors diagnosed him with a peritonsillar abscess behind his right tonsil, he said. ‘‘My tonsils swelled to where I was worried that I can’t (swallow),’’ Adams said. He had emergency surgery March 3. Doctors removed about a tablespoon of liquid from the golf-ball-sized abscess. Adams said the Health Center gave him two very rare and a mononucleosis test, both of which were negative. The Health Center prescribed Prednisone, a steroid used to treat allergies, asthma, arthritis and skin conditions.

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY

Student arrested in sexual assault

AMES, Iowa One of the four Sigma Alpha Epilson fraternity members suspended last month for alleged sexual misconduct turned himself in to the Ames Police Department last Monday after a warrant was issued for his arrest. A press release from Ames police stated the warrant charged Tarte with sexual assault in the third degree, a gross misdemeanor punishable by a maximum of 10 years in prison and a fine of $10,000. The incident in question occurred in December 1996 at the SAE fraternity house. Dean of students Kathleen MacKay said a university judicial case will be brought against Tarte only if there is enough evidence to be found from the investigation. She said hearings could begin after he is charged or until a verdict has been reached.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Alumnus charged in brutal slaying

ITHACA, N.Y. Cornell alumnus Edmund Ko was charged yesterday with second-degree murder of his former girlfriend and Cornell alumni, Hyeseung Hong. The woman, a 23-year-old unemployed New Jersey man, was found dead in her apartment by 7:30 p.m. on Friday. Unable to reach Hong for several days, Lee broke into Hong’s apartment and discovered the 26-year-old unconscious and lying face-down in a pool of blood. Law called 911 and tried to resuscitate the woman before emergency vehicles could arrive. Police arrested Ko and charged him with second-degree murder. Ko, who did not have a lawyer, was denied bail and is being held in the Tompkins County Jail.

Judge William Weillotz ruled that the 23-year-old unemployed New York man be held without bond while he is awaiting trial. According to an autopsy conducted Saturday, Hong’s throat had been slashed, resulting in death from external bleeding and air entering her heart.

NATIONAL WEATHER

The AccuWeather forecast for today, Tuesday, March 24. Lines separate high temperature zones for the day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albany</td>
<td>39°</td>
<td>17°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic City</td>
<td>48°</td>
<td>34°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>50°</td>
<td>29°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>58°</td>
<td>29°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>46°</td>
<td>27°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo</td>
<td>50°</td>
<td>29°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billings</td>
<td>61°</td>
<td>41°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>78°</td>
<td>63°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brookings</td>
<td>60°</td>
<td>47°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston</td>
<td>78°</td>
<td>63°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>77°</td>
<td>51°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>78°</td>
<td>51°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>80°</td>
<td>51°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>80°</td>
<td>47°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>73°</td>
<td>47°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
Candidates will square off tonight

By MATTHEW LOUGHRAN
News Editor

The Graduate Student Union will begin the process of finding a new president and vice-president with its election debate at 7 p.m. tonight in the Notre Dame Room of LaFortune Student Center.

This year, as last year, a contested election for the GSU's highest offices make the debate forum a necessity. Two tickets will run this year in the elections, which will be held on March 31.

The more experienced ticket of Marybeth Graham and David Fowles will present a platform that focuses on departmental representation.

"The past year has seen the Graduate Student Union expand in terms of its departmental representation," reads their platform statement. "We have had a record number of representatives involved in making decisions that affect the quality of all facets of graduate student life."

The two have vowed to improve existing opportunities for teaching assistant training and enhance job placement resources for all academic positions.

Graham is a third-year psychology student, who has held a departmental representative seat for two years and currently serves as the chair of the academic affairs committee. Fowles, a second-year civil engineering and computer job placement resources student, has been a departmental representative for two years and is a member of the academic affairs committee.

First-year physics graduate students Ryan Hooper and Michael McLaughlin will oppose Graham and Fowles in their bid to lead the GSU. The two have experience on the Graduate Student Council, but Hooper, the presidential candidate, does not see this as an impediment to success.

"There have been a few things [with the current GSU], for which the presentation has been poor," Hooper said. "There have been problems sometimes with getting the word out and that people didn't know what's going on.

"I think that it will be good to get people who have a different, a drastically different, viewpoint than the rest of the council," he continued. "In that way I think that it is actually an advantage for us."

Hooper labeled social activities as the main concerns of the students, "We have had a continued 'chance to relax and to meet people' " Hooper said. "There have been problems sometimes with getting the word out and that people didn't know what's going on."
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Garrick has always had and continues to have full faculties to preside at the Eucharist and hear Confessions, or perform any other priestly ministry, wherever he is invited, the statement reads.

"Many of us grew up knowing or not knowing hard information about the Holocaust. But none of us could give shape to it. It was just out there," she said.

"Film gave us a shape. You had to go through the depression and emotions to start to learn about it."

Angelico also pointed out that, as the last generation of Holocaust survivors continue to age, the possibility for firsthand contact with those people is limited. She explained that videotaped testimony will soon be the only link to the survivors and their stories.

"In a way, all of the next generations are in the same boat. All of the survivors are dying and all of us will be learning about it secondhand," she said.

As for the lessons of the Holocaust, everyone generally agreed that such a complex experience cannot be summed up in a neat list of lessons.

"There isn't a 'message' I can give you. It's much more important to think about the complexity than to reduce it to a single take-home message," said Professor Marcia Landy from the University of Pittsburgh.

Angelico agreed with this philosophy.

"We always have to keep in mind that we'll never really understand it, but we need to learn as much as possible," she said. "There are facts that need to be known and known well."
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Israel proposes expansion of Jerusalem

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and Jerusalem’s mayor are preparing a bill that would move the seat of Israel’s contested capital westward to mark the Jewish state’s 50th anniversary, Israeli TV said Monday. The proposal would not set Jewish settlements on contested land to the north, east and south of the city — a move that would have had explosive consequences. However, it does include a clause that would “bolster ties” between Jerusalem and the West Bank settlements of Maaleh Adumin and Givat Zeev. Channel 2 TV said the report did not give details on what this would mean. Netanyahu advisor David Bur-flan, said the plan was not new and had been considered by the previous government.

Florida executes serial killer

A former short order cook who confessed to 41 murders was executed this morning in Florida’s electric chair, the state’s first execution since flames flared from a condemned man’s mask in 1996. In the first of four electrocutions scheduled in the state for the next eight days, Gerald Star, 46, was rec­epted for killing a 17-year-old hitchhiker in December 1973. There was no visible smoke or flame. Star had said that his attorney and religious adviser would release his final statement. He then stared straight ahead as he was strapped in, mustering only a small smile. “I was not strong enough. I confessed to...” Star said in the full-page typed statement.

Kosovo releases U.S. peace activists

Six American activists, jailed in Serbia’s troubled Kosovo region, would be released today after two days behind bars. They were immediately deported. The activists from the San Francisco-based Peaceworks group were freed at about noon and taken to the Macedonian border, said Richard Miles, the U.S. charge d'affaires in Belgrade. Miles said they were being looked after by the U.S. Embassy in Skopje, Macedonia. The activists were arrested Saturday and sentenced to 10- day jail terms for not checking in with local police during their stay, as is required under law. The delegation arrived in Kosovo on March 10 and had been instructing ethnic Albanian activists on nonviolent conflict resolution.

Russia

Russian President Boris Yeltsin speaks yesterday over Russian television explaining the dis­posal of the government of the Russian Federation. The government ministers are asked to continue their duties while a new government is being formed.

Belgrade, Yugoslavia
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<table>
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<th>Stock</th>
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<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dow Jones</td>
<td>87.27</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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**BUSINESS BEAT**

By SARA J. HILTZ

Three students from the Notre Dame MBA program did not go to bed last night. Mark Byrcraft, Mark Lawrence and Brandon Solano most likely spent all of yesterday and last night in a room in the College of Business Administration, preparing for the 16th annual MBA Invitational Case Competition.

Representatives of Brigham Young University, Duke University, University of Maryland, Ohio State University and Notre Dame will prepare a case in corporate strategy for judging by a panel of business leaders and a distinguished professor of management.

Yesterday at 8 a.m., each team was given a company profile of Southwest Airlines. They have until 10 a.m. today to compile a presentation and analysis of the airline from a business standpoint. At this point, the first team will give a 20-minute presentation followed by a rigorous question period by the judges.

Paul Conway, a finance professor who started the program in 1982 and continues to organize it annually, emphasized that the students need to understand and utilize all facets of business in order to succeed in the competition and in business in general.

The program deals with various problems that they would encounter, for example, in their MBA classes. They will apply what they've used in all of their training. Marketing, financial, management and all facets of business will be used," Conway said.

All of the students of the respective MBA class Corporate Strategy and Plan are required to submit a written case analysis. From these entries, five teams of four students each were chosen for an internal Notre Dame case competition.

These five teams squared off on Feb. 24. The winning team was asked to select three members to continue to the Invitational Case Competition. The head judge this year is Michael Hitt from the department of Business Administration at Texas A&M University. Hitt also serves as president of the American Management Association. The business judges are: Parosh Chari, director of international business at Jordan Industries; Matthew Gray, vice president of Keybank National Association; Betsy Joseph, engagement manager at McKinsey & Company, Inc.; and Rick Lutzebache, chairman and emeritus director of the Leap Group, Inc.

The competition is sponsored by Fannie Mae Corporation. Competition finals will take place in Jordan Auditorium at COBA today from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The event is open to the public.

---

**CAMPUS NEWS**

By SARAH J. HILTZ

Associate News Editor

The Admissions Office is looking for enthusiastic volunteers to help welcome potential members of the next Freshman Class to Notre Dame. By the end of the month, we will have mailed decision letters to thousands of students who applied to Notre Dame. Hundreds of those admitted will want to visit the University, meet students, spend a night in a dorm, attend classes, and in general, get a sense of the Notre Dame community. We initially approached our Hospitality Program members to volunteer to host. Since we can never be certain what the demand for overnight visits will be, we are extending this invitation to any enthusiastic member of Notre Dame. We will offer accommodations on all of the following nights.

If you can host a student, please consider volunteering.

**Attention Notre Dame Students:**

The Admissions Office is looking for enthusiastic volunteers to help welcome potential members of the next Freshman Class to Notre Dame. By the end of the month, we will have mailed decision letters to thousands of students who applied to Notre Dame. Hundreds of those admitted will want to visit the University, meet students, spend a night in a dorm, attend classes, and in general, get a sense of the Notre Dame community. We initially approached our Hospitality Program members to volunteer to host. Since we can never be certain what the demand for overnight visits will be, we are extending this invitation to any enthusiastic member of Notre Dame. We will offer accommodations on all of the following nights.

If you can host a student, please consider volunteering.

**Sunday, April 5**

- **Thursday, April 16**

**Monday, April 6**

- **Thursday, April 23**

**Tuesday, April 7**

- **Friday, April 24**

**Wednesday, April 8**

- **Saturday, April 25**

**EASTER BREAK**

- **Sunday, April 26**

**Wednesday, April 15**

- **Monday, April 27**

To respond, simply complete the bottom portion of this ad, check the day(s) that you would be available to host, and clip this section from the paper and drop it off at the Admissions Office: 1 Grace Hall. If you would prefer, you may reply to Susan Joyce by e-mail: joyce.2@nd.edu or phone: 1-7505. Please respond by April 3.

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Susan Joyce. On behalf of the newest members of Notre Dame, we thank you very much for your enthusiasm and generosity.

**NAME:**

**CAMPUS ADDRESS:**

**CAMPUS PHONE:**

**HOME STATE:**

**MAJOR:**

**E-MAIL ADDRESS:**

**SMC tuition may increase**

By P. COLLEEN NUGENT

Saint Mary's News Editor

An increase in tuition at Saint Mary's College has been proposed for the 1998-99 academic year. Although the final decision has yet to be made, this proposal calls for a five percent increase in the present tuition.

The Board of Trustees will come to a final decision this next month, according to Dar Osherger, vice-president for fiscal affairs.

"We are looking toward an increase in tuition," Osherger stated.

The many additional changes in the technological systems at Saint Mary's, is one reason for the proposed increase.

"Developing electrical systems so each classroom can be linked with the Internet has been one of the most significant reasons for this change of pace at Saint Mary's College," Osherger stated.

"Our goal is to have each of the class-

---

**Waste**

continued from page 1

to sign a petition asking the administrat-

ion to be more aware the next time they make a decision that concerns the safety of the environment.

"Maybe they [the administration] think that if students don't protest, then their decision is okay," Brea said. "They don't think about how much they throw away. This university looks at things on an economic basis; their best interest is in their pocketbook.

"It is easy to look in the paper and read about [things like this rally] and say, 'Oh, no, here go the tree-huggers again," agreed graduate student Mike Dwyer. "It may seem like an insignificant thing to recycle, but we all know that this campus has more than enough money to do this. They just aren't." Students were also concerned with the administration's apparent lack of concern for student opinion about using polystyrene in the dining hall.

"The biggest insult was that [the administration] did not discuss this issue with the students," said Aaron Kreider, a graduate student. "There is no way to deal with things. There needs to be a change in the decision making process.

Although fewer students turned out for the rally than were initially anticipat-

ed, Wilmes felt that it was an overall success.

"There were a lot of people coming and going," he said. "I was pretty pleased with how many people got up and spoke."

The SEA will be circulating petitions to request hooked up in each of the dormitories was delayed, Wilmes felt that it was an overall success.

"There were a lot of people coming and going," he said. "I was pretty pleased with how many people got up and spoke."

The SEA will be circulating petitions to request hooked up in each of the dormitories was delayed, Wilmes felt that it was an overall success.
Author speaks about diversity

By ANNE HOSINSKI
w

A challenge for all students to accept the many facets of student diversity was raised in a lecture yesterday by Andy Evans, a speaker and author on issues of diversity among college students. Evans' lecture, sponsored by the College of Business Administration's diversity program, was presented as replacement for the regularly scheduled lecture by Lawrence O. Graham, who could not attend for personal reasons.

Titled "Diversity Across College Campuses," Evans' lecture focused primarily on learning to accept the essential differences found among the student bodies of college campuses.

Evans began the lecture by speaking of his experiences during the Vietnam war where he encountered a new type of ethnic minority. "Over there we knew that the enemy spoke Vietnamese and we spoke English. It didn't matter what part of the country you were from or what accent you had. We fought together for a common purpose — against the enemy. We had a reason to survive and understand each other."

However, as soon as we stepped back on American soil, we lost that common purpose, and started to notice the differences between us. This is the danger faced on college campuses. We need to create the circumstance where we can see differences in each other and come together toward that common ground of understanding," Evans said.

Evans spoke of a leadership conference at Brown University as a model forum that strove successfully toward accepting common issues. "At Brown University," Evans noted, "there are over 25 organizations for minority students. The conference was a primary example of students coming together to communicate about their issues and needs, rather than focusing on their differences and misunderstandings."

"We need to create the circumstance where we can see differences in each other and come together toward that common ground of understanding," said Andy Evans last night.

The key to accepting and promoting diversity in and out of the classroom is sitting and listening to those who are different than your primary group of friends. We saw this as one important opportunity to establish diversity on college campuses.

"Students are not challenged on a college campus to seek out and learn from other ethnicities, there is something wrong because you will not get such an opportunity elsewhere."

The lecture stressed the need for creating an atmosphere of communication transcending racial lines.

"Communication is progress. However, I don't think that progress will come from the top down. I think we have to come from the students up. We need to talk more and discuss to realize that diversity is part of the education process, and if we do not participate in this type of discussion, you are truly cheating yourself and your education," he said.

Indiana DNR to conserve forests

Plan will target privately-owned land

By JANET KILEY

The Indiana Department of Natural Resources recently announced its plan to initiate a forest conservation program specifically targeting acres owned by private landowners.

"The Forest Legacy Program helps landowners, units of local government and private crown identify and protect our environmentally important forests, so they aren't developed and turned into a parking lot," said Natural Resources Director Larry Macklin.

This program, established in 1990 through the Farm Bill, received a 1998 budget of 56 million, which is shared by 14 states. Each state's Department of Natural Resources allocates this money in the form of conservation easements, or payments for land for a limited purpose, to purchase development rights from sellers interested in conserving their forest property.

The DNR holds the development rights in perpetuity. In this way, the department hopes to protect the value of forests, an invaluable natural resource.

They help conserve energy in urban areas, provide recreation opportunities for our growing population, and their aesthetic beauty enriches our lives," Macklin stated.

The Indiana DNR implemented the program in one of the seven areas applying for Forest Legacy status. They will select the site where they believe resource values and the threat of development are greatest.

After meeting the eligibility criteria to enter the program, landowners can "purchase their trees rather than have the property converted to non-forest use," according to Fischer.

1998 FINANCE FORUM

The Notre Dame Finance Club welcomes

ROBERT K. WILMOUTH

Robert K. Wilimouth

to discuss issues concerning:

- the role derivatives play in and on exchanges
- the impact of the Asian Crisis on Asian and U.S. banking sectors

- President and CEO of National Futures Association
- Member of the Notre Dame Board of Trustees
- Former President and CEO of Chicago Board of Trade
- Chairman of LaSalle National Corporation

Wednesday, March 25, 1998
4:30 p.m.
C.C.E. Auditorium

** All undergraduate and MBA students are welcome to attend.
In "Easy Rider," Matt Damon and alluding to his long-ago co-starring role in "L.A. Confidential" over Gloria Stuart, and "Men in Black" claimed the makeup prize.

Nicholson joined an elite group of only four performers to own three or more Oscars, winning for him the anti-social writer of romance novels who's softened by a waitress, played by Hunt, and a gay neighbor. Nicholson's other Oscars were as actor for "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" in 1975 and supporting actor for "As Good As It Gets." "L.A. Confidential," which won the Share Auditorium audience.

"Silence!" -- which went into the night with a record-tying 11 nominations -- won for cinematography, art direction, film editing, costume design, sound, sound editing, original dramatic score, visual effects and song.


The three-hour, 14-minute romance set on the doomed luxury liner won already smashed box office records, overcoming "Titanic" as the biggest moneymaker in movie history for all its $1.1 billion. It has also been a box office force for an unprecedented 14 weekends in a row.

"There, I'm living proof that it can come true," Hunt said, addressing the 5-year-old daughter. "It's called an Oscar and it's really cool to get," she said, addressing her 3-year-old daughter.

"I am so happy," Hunt told the Shriner Theater. "This may sound hollow and superficial to some but I am sincere to say that I would give my life if it would bring back all those that died in the bombing, especially the little girl," Hunt said in a 1,097-page letter to U.S. District Judge Richard Match. The letter, dated March 10, was filed Monday in U.S. District Court.

"I never wanted to kill or harm anyone or to damage or destroy any buildings or property anywhere at anytime."

"This may sound hollow and superficial to some but I am sincere to say that I would give my life if it would bring back all those that died in the bombing, especially the little girl," Hunt said in a 1,097-page letter to U.S. District Judge Richard Match. The letter, dated March 10, was filed Monday in U.S. District Court.

"I never wanted to kill or harm anyone or to damage or destroy any buildings or property anywhere at anytime."

The Daily Oklahoman and Tulsa World reported on the film.

"The Full Monty" won the prize.

"Titanic" dominates Oscars

Nichols pleads for reduced sentence

Terry Nichols has asked a federal judge to let him up for life when deciding the sentence for his part in the Oklahoma City bombing, saying he never wanted to kill or harm anyone.

This may sound hollow and superficial to some but I am sincere to say that I would give my life if it would bring back all those that died in the bombing, especially the little girl," Hunt said in a 1,097-page letter to U.S. District Judge Richard Match. The letter, dated March 10, was filed Monday in U.S. District Court.

"I never wanted to kill or harm anyone or to damage or destroy any buildings or property anywhere at anytime."

"The Daily Oklahoman and Tulsa World reported on the film.

"The Full Monty" won the prize.
Scared Mafia turncoat postpones testimony

Associated Press

Two days after his brother was killed in Sicily in a clan vendetta, a leading Mafia turncoat refused to show up in court Monday to testify in another case. Battistese Di Maggio sent a fax to Palermo prosecutors saying he didn’t feel safe, Italian news services reported. His lawyer, Emilio Tinaglia, was quoted as saying that Di Maggio would eventually resume testifying.

On Saturday, his brother, Emanuele Di Maggio, 52, was pumped full of bullets while going down a country road outside Palermo, the latest relative of the turncoat to be slain in apparent revenge by rival clans.

Police arrest driver for being impaired

Associated Press

LAKE MEAD NATIONAL RECREATION AREA, Ariz. — A speedboat going at least 50 mph slammed into the shore early Monday on Lake Mead in far northwestern Arizona, killing four people and seriously injuring three others, authorities said.

A man operating the boat hours before the accident was arrested and removed for boating while impaired, but authorities said they hadn’t determined whether alcohol was a factor in the crash. The boat had just been sold to another man, who was trying it out Sunday, one official said.

The accident occurred about six miles north of Hoover Dam on the Arizona side of the lake, which stretches for 110 miles along the Arizona-Nevada line.

The 47-foot boat was going between 50 mph and 60 mph when it ran aground about midnight, said Steve Johnson, a spokesman for the Mohave County Sheriff’s Office. It wasn’t found until late Monday morning. All of those aboard the boat were from Las Vegas, Johnson said. No names were released as of Monday evening.

Two women and two men were killed, according to Karen Whitney, a National Park Service spokeswoman in Boulder City, Nev. Three men were in serious condition at University Medical Center, a hospital spokeswoman said.

A man driving the boat was arrested Sunday afternoon and booked for boating while impaired after the boat hit another while leaving a marina, said David Pfiffer, a supervising game warden for the Nevada Division of Wildlife.

Pfiffer, who made the arrest, said the man worked for Elite Marine, a Las Vegas company that had just sold the boat and was taking the new owner for a test run.

Pfiffer said he didn’t know the name of the man, whom he turned over to Clark County authorities. He said that man wasn’t aboard the boat when it crashed.

Lake Mead, which is formed on the Colorado River by mammoth Hoover Dam, is a magnet for recreational boaters. It is 110 miles long and covers 550 square miles — twice the size of Rhode Island.

New drug could cure cancer

Associated Press

NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. — Anti-cancer drugs are normally injected into the bloodstream. But that means they circulate through the body and affect normal tissue, so doctors have to limit doses to hold down side effects.

So far the strategy has been used mostly with breast tumors, said Dr. Harinder Garewal of the American Cancer Society. He and colleagues treated patients with a mix of the standard drug cisplatin, the blood-vessel constrictor epinephrine, and a syrupy liquid that gets implanted wafer that slowly leaks a drug is used to treat some brain cancers.

Garewal described another solution Monday at a conference sponsored by the American Cancer Society. He and colleagues treated patients with a mix of the standard drug cisplatin, the blood-vessel constrictor epinephrine, and a syrupy liquid that gets about as thick as honey when it reaches body temperature.

The idea is that when this mixture is injected into a tumor, the epinephrine restricts blood flow out of the tumor and the honey-like gel holds onto the cisplatin. As the gel breaks down, the cisplatin slowly leaks out, remaining highly concentrated in the tumor.

What to eat if you don’t like hospital food.

A diet low in cholesterol and saturated fat may help keep you away from the cardiac intensive care unit by reducing your risk of heart diseases and stroke. To learn more about taking charge of your health and spreading the word, visit our Web site at www.women.amh.org or call 1-800-AHA-USA1.
Clinton begins African trip

Associated Press

ACCRA, Ghana

Boysed by the biggest crowd of his presidency, President Clinton hailed "the new face of Africa" and its growing peace, prosperity and democracy as he opened a historic six-nation tour on Monday.

While poverty and war still trouble parts of the continent, Clinton said Americans must shake off "the stereotypes that have warped our view and weakened our understanding of Africa."

Dictatorships have fallen in many countries, Clinton said, and half of the 48 nations of sub-Saharan Africa now have elected governments.

Where business was once stifled, "now Africans are embracing economic reform," the president said on a mission to applaud reforms and open the door for U.S.-African trade.

But the huge turnout and intense heat brought problems.

Crowds surged toward Clinton to shake his hand, endangering people pressed against metal barriers. An obviously alarmed Clinton waved crowds to stop, and he shouted, "Back up! Back up!"

Spokesman Mike McCurry said Clinton was worried about the people in front being injured.

Fights broke out in the crowd over scarce bottles of water. Police and military security whipped people with belts and canes to keep order. Thousands of people drifted away from the square as the ceremony dragged on.

Accra, once an Atlantic port for slave traders, was the gateway to the new face of Africa.

"Africa is not going to be the world's problem area for much longer," Clinton said.

"It is a journey long overdue," he said of his trip to the new face of Africa.
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"Africans are embracing economic reform," the president said.

"Africa is not going to be the world's problem area for much longer," Clinton said.

"It is a journey long overdue," he said of his trip to the new face of Africa.
Iraq threatens anthrax attack, U.K. ports on alert

Associated Press

LONDON

Britain's air and sea ports have been put on alert to the threat of deadly anthrax being smuggled into the country by Iraq, the prime minister's office said Monday.

The all-ports warning follows a threat by Iraqi President Saddam Hussein to flood Britain with the toxin disguised inside "duty free" bottles of alcohol, cosmetics, cigarette lighters and perfume sprays, according to a report Tuesday in The Sun, a tabloid newspaper.

The alert was issued March 18, the same day a British intelligence document revealed an Iraqi plot to smuggle large quantities of anthrax into "hostile countries," the Sun said.

Prime Minister Tony Blair's office confirmed that the document on which The Sun's story is based is authentic. It did not confirm the date of the alert.

A Blair spokeswoman, speaking on customary condition of anonymity, also confirmed that the government had circulated an all-ports warning, but said there was "no evidence that this plot has been implemented, simply that a threat may have been made."

"Obviously that has to be taken seriously, but we do not believe there is cause for alarm," she said.

The U.S. State Department had no comment late Monday on whether America was also a target. Anthrax is a deadly bacteria that normally affects animals, but the organism can be used as a weapon by releasing spores into the air.

Earlier this year, the United States and Britain had threatened military strikes against Iraq over Baghdad's refusal to allow inspectors to examine suspected weapons sites, including chemical weapons facilities.

U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan last month negotiated an end to the standoff with Saddam, averting the strikes.

Home Office Minister Mike O'Brien said in a televised interview that intelligence about a possible terrorist chemical threat was a regular event. He appealed for calm, saying that authorities were ready to deal with it.

"I don't think we want to get people particularly scared on this occasion... I don't think it is a particular threat to Britain."

MIKE O'BRIEN
HOME OFFICE MINISTER

I DON'T THINK WE WANT TO GET PEOPLE PARTICULARLY SCARED ON THIS OCCASION... I DON'T THINK IT IS A PARTICULAR THREAT TO BRITAIN.
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Discovery of Moon Water Raises Not-So-Serious Questions

SOUTH BEND (Associated Press) — A South Bend newspaper's recent article concerning water on the moon has sparked a nationwide debate.

Isaac Ruiz

Earlier this month, scientists announced that an American spacecraft had found relatively large amounts of frozen water on the moon. In a reaction story, the newspaper asked local residents for their thoughts on the discovery.

"Everybody's real excited about the water," responded one man who wished to remain anonymous. "I can't wait to eat some moon fish."

The man, dubbed John Doe by the media, and his statements are demanding that the Attorney General appoint a special prosecutor to investigate the moon-water scandal.

The American people are going to rise in revolt when our fishermen lose their jobs because we're getting all of our fish from the moon," said Pat Buchanan.

"I can't wait to eat some moon fish," said a spokesperson.

"I never told anybody to lie, not a single time, never. These allegations are false, and I need to go back to work for the American people. Thank you." said the president's denigrating a satisfied opponent. "I'm fully prepared to address the nation at the top of the agenda of the American people."

The controversy surrounding the discovery of water on the moon has caught the academic community by surprise.

"They're so big that Disney is planning a full-length animated feature about the moon. Of course, in the movie, the moon fish will be moon mermaids," said a Disney press release. But not if their parents are Southern Baptists.

"We think the kids will learn a lot," said a Disney press release. "But if you add 'gates to water,' you get Watergate, and that name's already taken...."

At the Vatican, officials were asked for a statement regarding the moon-water scandal. "We should have something for you in fifty years," said a spokesman.

Meanwhile, People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, PETA, in a statement made by five nude supermodels, expressed concern about moon-fish farming techniques. "We refuse to support moon fish farming until the industry develops methods that are safe to moon dolphins.

But there are those who say they can never support the industry. In a letter to the students, the University of Notre Dame said, "While we are called upon to love our moon fish-eating brothers and sisters, we cannot condone such conduct."

All of the bad press has prompted moon-fish companies to hire a spokesperson. A thin-again Anna Nicole Smith appeared on weekend news programs promoting moon fish as part of a low-fat, balanced diet.

"What we're seeing here is the product of a vast, chicken-wing conspiracy," Smith said. "Poultry companies are afraid they'll lose business once the moon fish industry takes off." asked if she's seen the moon fish, Smith said, "Yes, they look just like regular fish, but they're bigger. I mean, they're BIG!"

I never told anybody to lie, not a single time, never. These allegations are baseless, and I need to go back to work for the American people. Thank you." said the president's denigrating a satisfied opponent. "I'm fully prepared to address the nation at the top of the agenda of the American people."

"You are so big that Disney is planning a full-length animated feature about the moon. Of course, in the movie, the moon fish will be moon mermaids. "We think the kids will learn a lot," said a Disney press release. But not if their parents are Southern Baptists.

"We think the kids will learn a lot," said a Disney press release. "But if you add 'gates to water,' you get Watergate, and that name's already taken...."

At the Vatican, officials were asked for a statement regarding the moon-water scandal. "We should have something for you in fifty years," said a spokesman.

Meanwhile, People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, PETA, in a statement made by five nude supermodels, expressed concern about moon-fish farming techniques. "We refuse to support moon fish farming until the industry develops methods that are safe to moon dolphins."

But there are those who say they can never support the industry. In a letter to the students, the University of Notre Dame said, "While we are called upon to love our moon fish-eating brothers and sisters, we cannot condone such conduct."

All of the bad press has prompted moon-fish companies to hire a spokesperson. A thin-again Anna Nicole Smith appeared on weekend news programs promoting moon fish as part of a low-fat, balanced diet.

"What we're seeing here is the product of a vast, chicken-wing conspiracy," Smith said. "Poultry companies are afraid they'll lose business once the moon fish industry takes off." asked if she's seen the moon fish, Smith said, "Yes, they look just like regular fish, but they're bigger. I mean, they're BIG!"

The Notre Dame community has expressed its desire to make a "Send Jim Colletto to the moon" rally for today.

Joe Ruiz is a first-year law student and a pathological liar. E-mail him at ruiz.13@nd.edu. His column appears every other Tuesday.

The views expressed in this column are those of the author, and not necessarily those of The Observer.

DOONESBURY

GARRY TRUDEAU

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Trefuse to believe that trading recipes is silly. Tuna fish casserole is at least as real as corporate stock."

— Barbara Grizzuti Harrison
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Father David Garrick Should Still be Here

A Call to Non-Discrimination

Jeremy Slater
Frunen, Siegfried Hall

Last year, with a grass-roots effort that culminated in an April 24 rally at the Dome, Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students, alumni and faculty alike called for a change. We urged the administration of this school to address the policy that omits sexual orientation from DuBac's official non-discrimination clause. In our struggle last spring to bring the issue of non-discrimination to the forefront of this University's consciousness, we were often asked if we really believed that discrimination did exist in this kind went on at Notre Dame. It was hard for people to believe that anyone would break the as yet written "Spirit of Inclusion." With his protest-driven resignation, Father David Garrick has given the Notre Dame community a harsh reminder that any spirit can be broken.

I did not get enough chances to meet Father Garrick. On the handful of occasions that I did hear him speak, I was struck by the power and inspiration of his words. Father Garrick was a vocal contributor at the open forums and panel discussion sponsored by the University of Notre Dame College Democrats last spring. He is a true champion of justice and I applaud his efforts and wish him the best of luck in the future. Notre Dame will truly miss him.

Father Garrick did leave the door open for his return, however, if the administration is willing to amend its policy.

In his own words, "You never know where this story will end." Will the administration slam that open door in his face? Will it continue to turn its back on Catholic teaching by refusing to specifically extend the Catholic University's policy of human rights to all members of the Notre Dame community regardless of sexual orientation? These are the questions that must be asked of our administration. The "Spirit of Inclusion" letter was most definitely a step in the right direction, but this case demands that Father Garrick makes it all too clear that further steps must be taken. We know this is a sensitive issue and that there are serious legal ramifications in changing this unenforceable discrimination clause, but how long are the officers of this University willing to continue to stonewall the concerns of its students and faculty? How many more individuals of the caliber of Father David Garrick will we have to lose until something is done? Assuredly, as an organization intensely concerned with human rights, the Notre Dame College Democrats will continue to further the issue of non-discrimination on this campus. I urge all students with similar concerns to do the same.

Keven Larkin
President, University of Notre Dame College Democrats
Sophomore, Singled Hall
Monday, March 23, 1998

The Truth Will set us Free

As a Notre Dame alumna living in South Bend, I have had occasion to hear Father David Garrick preach. I found his message eloquent. It was presented beautifully in a Sunday service, but the weakness of his homilies is that he finds it hard to believe that there would be many complaints. After all, he received a quality Notre Dame education (class of 1966). And as a Communication and Theatre professor, he is employed by this University to teach people the art of public expression. Isn't it a paradox, then, that a "poor preaching" charge would be brought against him? I just don't buy it.

It is more plausible to believe what Father Garrick says: that he was ostracized for being an openly gay priest. I am appalled that Father Garrick would be forced from his ministry in such an extent that he felt resignation was his only option. However, I am suspicious of the "spin" that Dennis Moore, University Director of Public Relations, appears to be applying to the story. On behalf of the University, Moore stated that it all stems from a group of extras who stifled Father Garrick. But Campus Ministry operates Sacred Heart — not the Congregation. What is Moore's reason for distancing Campus Ministry from Father Garrick's resignation in this matter? Could he have to do with the University's decision to adopt the unenforceable "Spirit of Inclusion" rather than to change the non-discrimination clause to include sexual orientation and legally protect people like Father Garrick?

The irony in it all is that the message which I heard from Father Garrick was that Jesus knew very well that power would be a sinful corruption within His Church. He is not so far removed from this kind of thinking with biblical analogies how Christ set an example of servitude for his disciples to follow. It strikes me that His example is not being followed here at Notre Dame.

The fact of Father Garrick's resignation and the implication that either Campus Ministry or the Congregation is behind this is a shameful event at Notre Dame. In the name of decency, and as an alumna, I want to know the truth behind this matter. Who gave the order that Father Garrick no longer be allowed to preach in the Basilica of the Sacred Heart? That individual should have the integrity to come forward with their evidence of "poor preaching."

Elizabeth M. Karle '85
President, Notre Dame College Democrats
Sophomore, Singled Hall
Monday, March 23, 1998

Given Reason Doesn't Make Sense

This letter has to do with the resignation of Rev. David A. Garrick, C.S.C., from the University. It is often fairly simple to determine the truth or falsity of a given claim or ask yourself whether it makes any sense. In this case, Fr. Garrick was told that he was officially removed from his priestly responsibilities on campus because of the poor quality of his homilies. Now ask yourself if that claim makes any sense. If it does, how many priests will be left on campus by the end of the semester? In the Diocese? In the United States?

Come clean, Campus Ministry! You are not obligated to retain any of your priests' ministerial functions, but if you are going to remove him, you are obligated to tell him the truth about why. Your first attempt did not fool anyone. The whole campus is watching and waiting for your second one.

Kerr R. Trembath
Assistant Chairman, Department of Theology
Friday, March 20, 1998
Farley Hall Players give a lesson in Greek mythology

By REBECCA N. MITSCH

The Farley Hall Players presented Euripides' production of "Helen" last Friday and Saturday nights in the LaFortune Ballroom. After holding University-wide auditions, the Farley Hall Players embarked on two months of rehearsal before their debut performance. Directed by Larice Woods, the production is an interpretation of Euripides' classic, written around 412 B.C., during the Grecian Golden Age. The play is a defense of Helen of Troy, whose history and many myths blame for the cause of the Trojan Wars. Several stories and interpretations have been used to explain what actually happened to Helen. Euripides' interpretation maintains that it is the work of the gods, namely Hera, that brought about a second Helen to take the place of the true Helen of Troy, who was to be exiled in Egypt. The story centers around Helen's misfortunes and her ability to ultimately take control of her own destiny.

In an attempt to bring a Greek classic to life for a modern audience, the cast and crew were constantly learning about classical Greek society and the text they were using. According to Joseph Joy (Menelaus), everyone was involved in "keeping up with Greek practices, society, and pronunciation." He felt that this way, the portrayal of Greek tragedy would bring to life a beautiful language and culture that is "not just decorative, but useful."

The anti-war message resonates throughout and is especially highlighted in the discourses of the chorus. According to Woods, the message to be conveyed is that the Trojan Wars "were fought because the people wanted to fight, not because of Helen or some great cause."

The chorus, comprised of women slaves taken during battle, understand the true nature and tragedy that war has brought them. They lament Helen's lost freedom caused by war and identity with the suffering Helen must bear because people believe her to be the cause of the Trojan Wars.

Woods says she attempted to portray strong women characters even though "in situations of war, people don't really have the power to make all the choices affecting their lives."

For Helen, the invocation of fate and fortune has created a situation which she apparently has no control over — being exiled in the land of Egypt and being forced into a marriage with Theoclymenus (Quincy Gerard Starnes). Yet, despite the hand dealt her, Helen proves her strength of character and adds a feminist slant to the production.

"Euripides liked strong women; not pathetic or pitiful ones," said Kelly Steele (Helen). When her true husband Menelaus is shipwrecked in Egypt, Helen comes to understand the truth of the situation, and she devises a scheme to ensure a safe escape. In an amusing comment, Helen adds that she may devise the plan if "even a woman may utter words of wisdom."

Overall, the production was a beautiful rendition of a classic, although there was some difficulty in understanding dialogue.

"The portrayal of Helen was difficult to understand at times, which detracts from the overall presentation," said Notre Dame student Sarah Doorley. However, most audience impressions were favorable. One viewer, Sarah Furge, responded that she enjoyed seeing the acting rather than just reading the classic, as is done in her Greek Classics in Translation class. She also commented that the simplicity of the set and costumes was well done and credited the chorus as a highlight of the drama.

"The chorus was well portrayed and used an enacting technique that reinforced the emotion of the situation," said Furge. "The depiction of the gods was interesting, as well as their influence on the fate of characters," added Doorley. Doorley also found it striking that "individuals could overcome a seemingly hopeless situation, as in Helen's captivity, and take control of their own fate."
Above: Members of the Southold Dance Theater of South Bend perform "Awakening," a modern ballet dance. In this dance, the members pay tribute to influential figures of modern dance.

Below: The dance company performs "Swan Lake," a classical ballet performed to the music of Tchaikovsky.

SOUTHOLD DANCES ITS WAY TO CAMPUS

By SARAH DYLAG
Scene Editor

The Southold Dance Theater's company of 22 apprentice dancers, including two seniors from Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, will present its DanceSpring '98 on March 28 and 29 at the Morton Center for the Arts on the Saint Mary's campus.

Featuring three works — "Swan Lake," "Awakening" and "Seinn 0!" — the company's annual spring show will showcase different dance styles, music and themes and will include guest artists from the Joffrey Ballet of Chicago.

In "Swan Lake," the guest artists from the Joffrey Ballet will perform the lead roles of Odette and Prince Siegfried and members of the Southold Dance company will dance the roles of the 12 swan maids. The guest artists will also perform a Russian pas de deux called "Spring Waters."

"It's a classical ballet and I'm really excited to dance in it," said Maryann Schwoyer, a senior at Saint Mary's, who will dance as one of the 12 swans.

"Awakening" will pay tribute to American modern dance pioneers including Ruth St. Denis, Ted Shawn and Martha Graham. It will feature the music of American composer Aaron Copland. The entire company will participate in this part of the show.

"It's a modern piece and it's really fun," said Schwoyer. "There's also going to be some really cool video effects in the background. It's a change from the classical, regimented piece."

"Seinn 0!" is a contemporary ballet choreographed by Jill Engd Tuchinsky and featuring Mouth Music, a music group singing in an ancient Gaelic dialect meant for dancing.

Jennifer Gorman, a Notre Dame senior, will dance as one of the four little swans in "Swan Lake." In several pieces from "Awakening," and as the lead female role in "Seinn 0!" Gorman, who has been dancing since high school, has studied with the Southold company since her freshman year.

"I know Southold was here when I visited the campus before freshman year," she said. "I danced a lot in high school, but I didn't know to dance in college, you usually have."

"I had a sister who was here two years earlier and when my parents came to visit they saw an article in The Observer about Southold," she explained. "I knew I wanted to continue dancing in college and I wanted to find a way to study biology and still continue dancing."

Schwoyer has danced in every Southold show since her freshman year. She has auditioned with various companies to continue dancing professionally after graduation.

"I might dance with a professional company," she said. "I'm in the process of auditioning, but I'm also waiting to hear from different grad schools. Either way, I know I will always continue to dance."

The March 28 DanceSpring '98 show will begin at 8 p.m. and will last approximately two hours. The March 29 show, designated as the Family Concert, will begin at 2 p.m. and will be a shorter version so that families with smaller children can bring them to the show.

The company will also perform DanceSpring '98 on March 27 at 10 a.m. and noon in its annual Spring Youth Concert.
NC State dethrones Connecticut

DAYTON, Ohio
North Carolina State pulled off its second straight upset, knocking Connecticut out of the NCAA tournament 60-52 Monday and advancing to the women's Final Four for the first time.

The Huskies, who had won all seven games since losing All-American Nykesha Sales to a ruptured Achilles' tendon knocking Connecticut out the second half on a 3-pointer late in the season, blew a 10-point second-half lead.

Tynesha Lewis scored off a steal and Melvin hit three more baskets. Jones scored again to give the Wolfpack a 40-36 lead.

Connecticut tied the game twice after that run, but was clearly rattled. North Carolina State scored its last eight points on free throws, as the Huskies were forced to foul repeatedly.

Summer Erb and Jones each had 12, and Tynesha Lewis had 11 for North Carolina State.

Duran and Paige Sauer led Connecticut with 11 points each.

North Carolina State used its tenacious defense to stay close in the first half, holding Connecticut — which averaged 84 points a game this season — to a 28-23 halftime lead.

Erb was a major factor in neutralizing the Huskies' offense. She came off the bench five minutes into the game, and in less than three minutes had three points, four rebounds and had forced Connecticut's best rebounder, Paige Sauer, to the bench for the rest of the half with her second foul.

North Carolina State, making its ninth NCAA appearance, had never reached the final eight until knocking off No. 1-seeded Old Dominion 55-54 on Saturday.

It was the 10th straight NCAA tournament appearance for Connecticut, and the fifth consecutive regional final for the Huskies.

The loss ended Connecticut's tradition of winning on coach Geno Auriemma's birthday. The Huskies had previously won all three NCAA tournament games played on March 23.

The Hokies (34-3) took a 36-26 lead three minutes into the second half on a 3-pointer by Amy Duran, and appeared to be in control.

But then Melvin scored underneath, LyShale Jones hit a basket.

Tynesha Lewis scored off a steal and Melvin hit three more baskets. Jones scored again to give the Wolfpack a 40-36 lead.

Connecticut tied the game twice after that run, but was clearly rattled. North Carolina State scored its last eight points on free throws, as the Huskies were forced to foul repeatedly.

Summer Erb and Jones each had 12, and Tynesha Lewis had 11 for North Carolina State.

Duran and Paige Sauer led Connecticut with 11 points each.

North Carolina State used its tenacious defense to stay close in the first half, holding Connecticut — which averaged 84 points a game this season — to a 28-23 halftime lead.

Erb was a major factor in neutralizing the Huskies' offense. She came off the bench five minutes into the game, and in less than three minutes had three points, four rebounds and had forced Connecticut's best rebounder, Paige Sauer, to the bench for the rest of the half with her second foul.

North Carolina State, making its ninth NCAA appearance, had never reached the final eight until knocking off No. 1-seeded Old Dominion 55-54 on Saturday.

It was the 10th straight NCAA tournament appearance for Connecticut, and the fifth consecutive regional final for the Huskies.

The loss ended Connecticut's tradition of winning on coach Geno Auriemma's birthday. The Huskies had previously won all three NCAA tournament games played on March 23.

The Hokies (34-3) took a 36-26 lead three minutes into the second half on a 3-pointer by Amy Duran, and appeared to be in control.

But then Melvin scored

Applications Now Being Accepted for 1998-1999 Transfer Orientation Commissioner

- Pick up forms at Student Activities in LaFortune
- Due next Friday, March 27th, 1998
- Any questions call Lisa Farr 273-0589
  or Bill McCary 273-1929

Attention

NFL

Dawg pound back in business

ORLANDO, Fla.
The NFL approved an expansion team for Cleveland on Monday, returning the Browns to the field next season in an unprecedented move that restores one of football's storied franchises.

With unanimous support from owners, the league will expand to 31 teams for the 1999 season, keeping its commitment to put a club in Cleveland after the Browns moved to Baltimore in 1995.

The Browns will return to the AFC Central, playing their first exhibition game against Dallas in the Hall of Fame game in Canton, Ohio, next year. The first regular season game is supposed to be played on Aug. 21, 1999 in a new stadium being built on the same site as old Cleveland Stadium, which was torn down after the move.

The $247 million, 72,000-seat stadium is expected to be completed in time for the Browns' first game.

NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue also announced that the league hired Joe Mack as player personnel director of the Browns. Mack held that position with the Washington Redskins from 1989-94 and helped build the Carolina Panthers expansion team as assistant general manager in 1994.
**College Basketball**

**Stanford hopes to ‘reign’ in NCAAs to end drought**

Associated Press

PALO ALTO, Calif. — After a 36-year wait between trips to the Final Four, the rush is on at Stanford. Setting aside their shock and disbelief at Stanford’s first-place finish over Rhode Island in Sunday’s Midwest Regional championship, scores of people turned out Monday to make the pilgrimage to Sunken Diamond, headquarters for the Cardinal’s First Four appearance.

The Cardinal, which tied for the national title, assume you’re going to go every few years. For Stanford, this is almost a first-time thing and everyone is going crazy,” said student David Fleming said Monday for a ticket to the semifinals and title game this weekend in San Antonio.

Stanford’s six-point deficit in the final minute to defeat Rhode Island 79-77 and advance to Saturday’s meeting against Kentucky, which needed a stirring comeback of its own to beat Duke 86-84 in the South Regional final.

“We went from a feeling of, ‘Ah, no, we’re going to lose this game,’ to a feeling of absolute elation,” Stanford forward Forward

Benaden said. “And Arthur Lee is the guy who made it happen.”

Lee extended the Cardinal’s season by scoring 13 of his 26 points in the last 2:04.

The players and coaches weren’t the only ones caught up in the emotional rollercoaster.

“When we were down six points with 59 seconds left, I figured it over,” said Matt Ethier, a financial analyst at Stanford who also plans to attend the Final Four. “So I walked into a store, was there for a few minutes, and came back out to the car.

“The game was still going on and we were up one point. It was just very exciting, a tremendous accomplishment,” Fleming said. Fleming is a classics major at the school and was working Sunday as the public address announcer at the basketball game between Stanford and Washington at Sunken Diamond.

When we went ahead in the last minute every one of us in the press box started jumping up and down screaming and bellowing,” said Fleming. “So did the fans in the stands and even players down on the floor, before they were looking us at trying to figure out what was happening and we were giving out prizes. Everyone was more involved in the basketball game than the basketball game itself.

Many students were away on spring break and there were a few tangible signs around campus indicating the school was in the Final Four. But the athletic department and its ticket office were inundated.

Stanford received an allotment of 3,500 tickets to the Final Four and for now, students, alumni, season-ticket holders and boosters were being given priority to purchase them.

“The phones have been non-stop since we opened this morning. Business is very brisk and it’s very exciting,” said assistant athletic director Bob Carruesco. “It was just a phenomenal game and the Final Four is something very special. This is kind of unchartered ground for us, so you just go through it and enjoy it as you go along.”

While Stanford’s women’s team has six Final Four trips and two national titles in the 1990s, the men’s team endured a 47-game NCAA tournament drought after winning the title in ’87.

“Somebody would have thought you’re a lunatic if you said five years ago that Stanford would be in the Final Four,” Fleming said.

Ethier said the championship push by the men’s team helped ease the sting of the Stanford women’s first-round ouster by Harvard, which became the first No. 16 seed to beat a No. 1 seed when it eliminated the Cardinal.

“I guess that’s the counterpart to all this,” Ethier said.

“Losing in the first round was pretty tough for them.”

The men’s team and coach Mike Montgomery arrived home late Sunday night to a boisterous welcome from some 200 gathered outside Maples Pavilion, the school’s basketball home.

The players joined other students in taking the day off Monday before resuming preparations Tuesday for their meeting with Kentucky. The team is scheduled to leave for San Antonio on Wednesday.

**Kentucky fans crave tickets**

Associated Press

LEXINGTON, Ky. — The astonishing comeback against Duke was nothing. The hard part now comes for Kentucky basketball ticketholders.

“Somebody would have thought you’re a lunatic if you said five years ago that Kentucky fans were lining up to buy tickets to the Final Four and for now, students, alumni, season-ticket holders and boosters were being given priority to purchase them.

After a 56-year wait between trips to the Final Four, scores of people lined up at the Smith Center at 2 a.m.

Williams is the nation’s second-leading scorer at 17.0 points per game, shoots 41.3 percent from beyond the arc and 71.7 percent free-throw effort this season is the best in school history.

However, he vowed his displeasure several weeks ago when he deemed himself All-AAC, and not to the first team.

**READY FOR A CHANGE? LOOKING FOR LIFE EXPERIENCE?**

**TAKE A BREAK FROM BOOKS & VOLUNTEER!**

**CASADE ESPERANZA**

cares for abandoned neglected and HIV+ children

**YOU CAN HELP**

Phone: (713) 529-0639
Fax: (713) 529-9179
E-mail: casahope@neosoft.com
Website: www.neosoft.com/casahope

**Why not help us change lives?**

Room/Board/Stipend/Health/Insurance/Education Awards (An excellent opportunity for anyone interested in MEDICINE, COLLEGE ISSUES, EDUCATION, SOCIAL JUSTICE, PSYCHOLOGY, HEALTH CARE or SOCIAL JUSTICE)

Casa de Esperanza

P.O. Box 66581 Houston, TX 77266-6581

**Party Politics**

Indiana and beyond

Featuring:

Robert Hiler
State of Indiana Republican Party

Joe Andrew
State of Indiana Democratic Party

An evening designed to give students a greater understanding of the roles of party politics in midterm elections and to expand their involvement in such activities

Sponsored by:

- College Republican
- College Democrats
- Government department
- Hesburgh Program

7:30 Montgomery Auditorium
LaFortune Student Center

Wednesday, March 25
Campus Ministry This Week

Tuesday, March 24, 7:00 pm, Campus Ministry-Badin Office
Campus Bible Study

Fridays during Lent, 7:15 pm, Basilica of the Sacred Heart
Stations of the Cross
Music Ministry:
March 27      Liturgical Choir
April 3      Women's Choir
April 10      Folk Choir

Friday - Saturday, March 27-28, St. Joe Hall
Freshmen Retreat #17 - For residents of Carroll,
Cavanaugh, Farley, Fisher, Knott, Pangborn, Siegfried, Stanford and
Welsh Family.

Friday - Sunday, March 27-29, Fatima Retreat Center
Notre Dame Encounter Retreat #51

Friday - Sunday, March 27-29, Five Pines
Hispanic Student Retreat

Morrisey Manor Chapel, 7:00 - 8:30 pm
KEEPING THE FAITH, 1998:
Three Nights, Four Loves
Monday, March 30: LOVE: All in the Family
Presenters: Mrs. Audrey Brosnan, Siena Heights College
Notre Dame Students
Music: Coro Primavera

Thursday, April 2: LOVE: It Had to be You
Presenters: Rev. Paul Doyle, C.S.C.
ND Faculty and Staff
Music: Voices of Faith

Monday, April 6: LOVE: I'll Be There For You
Presenters: Rev. Michael Baxter, C.S.C.
Department of Theology Faculty and Students
Music: Contemporary Choir
Pippen leads scoring in dunking of Celtics

Associated Press

CHICAGO

Scottie Pippen scored 27 points, including 14 on soaring, forceful dunks, as the Chicago Bulls defeated the Boston Celtics 111-88 Monday night for their sixth consecutive victory.

Michael Jordan added 24 points and Dennis Rodman had 14 rebounds to go with a season-high 12 points for the Bulls, who have won 14 of their last 15 games against the Celtics.

Antoine Walker scored 26 points, but Boston still lost for the seventh time in eight games. The Celtics, who lead the NBA in turnovers forced, hurt themselves with 22 giveaways, which the Bulls converted to 34 points.

While Chicago (52-17) has built on the NBA's best record, the Celtics, who lost 15 of their last 19 games, are dealing with injuries.

Iverson close to bankrupt in points against Pistons

Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA

Allen Iverson was held to a career-low four points Monday night as the Detroit Pistons, behind 20 points from Joe Dumars, defeated the Philadelphia 76ers 94-79.

Iverson shot just 2-for-14 for the Sixers, who came back from three 16-point deficits but could never quite catch the Pistons.

Grant Hill had 17 points and 11 rebounds, while Brian Williams had 14 points and 13 rebounds as Detroit won its third in a row.

Derrick Coleman, activated Monday night after missing eight games because of a sprained ankle, led Philadelphia with 25 points and 13 rebounds.

Joe Smith, back after missing three games with an abdominal strain, had 10 points and five rebounds in 23 minutes.

The 76ers, who lost their third straight, made just 35 percent of their shots (26-for-74).

Detroit was outscored 27-18 in the third quarter, but a three-point play by Jerry Stackhouse gave the Pistons a 79-66 lead with 7:31 remaining in the fourth.

Coleman twice pulled the 76ers within seven, the last time on a jumper that made it 82-75, but the Pistons went on a 5-2 run to extend the advantage to 90-77 with 2:21 left.

The Pistons outrebounded Philadelphia 16-5 in the first period and 26-18 in the opening half.
Major League Baseball

Rose scolded for communicating with Reds

Associated Press

SARASOTA, Fla. — Pete Rose's little talk to Cincinnati Reds minor leaguers this month resulted in a reprimand, not a fine.

NL president Len Coleman, acting at the behest of acting commissioner Bud Selig, told the Reds of the decision Monday.

The Reds had admitted that a minor league coordinator invited Rose to address the players March 11. Under the lifetime ban Rose agreed to in 1989 for gambling, baseball's career hits leader is not permitted to do anything affiliated with any professional team.

Reds managing executive John Allen admitted the club was in error, took the blame and called it an honest mistake. The Reds sent a written report soon after the violation.

"We made it very clear what happened and I told them ultimately it was my fault," Allen said.

Selig spokesman Rich Levin said baseball accepted the club's explanation.

"We are permit Rose to watch players work out, just like any fan. He wanted to see his son, Pete Jr., who is in the minor league system.

Donnie Scott, the coordinator who invited Rose to talk to the players, was unaware it violated the ban.

The matter could damage Rose's attempt to get back into baseball.

He has applied for reinstatement, but baseball's executive council has not considered the application, which would

SPEAK OUT!

On Fr. Garrick, Homophobia, and Injustice!

TODAY at Stonehenge from 4-6 p.m.

Come and Voice Your Opinion!!

Joseph Vining, Hutchinson Professor of Law at the University of Michigan, is among the most thoughtful and original of today's legal theorists. His recent writing include The Authoritative and the Authoritarian, an inquiry into the nature of legal authority, and From Newton's Sleep, a study of the meaning for science and religion of the legal mode of thinking.

Joseph Vining

"On the Future of Total Theory: Science, Anti-Science and Human Candor"

in the Erasmus Institute's Distinguished Lecture Series

Thursday, March 26

4 p.m.

Law School Courtroom – Second Floor

Followed by

An Informal Discussion with Mr. Vining

Friday, March 27

10 a.m.

Civil Rights Reading Room – Kresge Law Library

Sophomore Class Council Applications

Applications for all Freshmen interested in Sophomore Class Council can be picked up in the Student Government Office on the second floor of LaFortune.

Questions?

Call Hunt Hanover (x1709).

Help Make Next Year A Great One!

Happy Birthday, L'il Sis-

We're still as close as ever.

Love, Your Brother Down Under

First Year Plays

March 28th at 7pm

Hesburgh Library Auditorium

Sponsored by the First Year of Studies

Purchase Tickets at LaFortune Information Desk: $2
Deaf player looks to earn spot with Braves

Associated Press

KISSIMMEE, Fla. - With Curtis Pride, you spend a little time around the spring training clubhouse. "If I were to take a poll of the players, probably half would say he's a deaf ballplayer," said Tampa pitcher John Sallie. Pride, whose locker is adja­cent to Sallie's, was listening to the question. "I can understand what they're saying," he said. "I can understand what they're saying," said Pride, a regular player for the Braves last year.

"People always have a question mark over me because of my disability," said Pride, who reads lips and speaks quite clearly despite his hearing impairment. "It's frustrating. I want people to look beyond my hearing impairment and look at my abilities."

"People always have a question mark over me because of my disability," said Pride, who reads lips and speaks quite clearly despite his hearing impairment. "It's frustrating. I want people to look beyond my hearing impairment and look at my abilities."

Pride is convinced he would have been major league player with another opportunity. "I have one year left," he said. "I can't control what's happened in the past."

"I am 24 years old," said Pride, who was born in 1973. "I am not just a deaf ballplayer."

"I am 24 years old," said Pride, who was born in 1973. "I am not just a deaf ballplayer."

Pride comes from a family of baseball players. His father, Randall, played with the Dodgers. His mother, Sallie, is a baseball fan, and his wife, Sherry, is also a fan of the sport. "As a family, we want people to look beyond my hearing impairment and look at my abilities," said Pride. "We want people to look at the person behind the hearing impairment."
Cordero looks to mend ways, save career

Associated Press

TUCSON, Ariz.- Wilfredo Cordero, searching for a team since Boston dropped him for wife beating, finally found one Monday when the Chicago White Sox agreed to a $1 million, one-year contract.

Cordero received a 90-day suspended sentence and was ordered to attend regular counseling sessions after pleading guilty in November to beating his wife last June.

"I realize what I did was wrong," Cordero, 26, said in a statement Monday. "I recognize that I've made mistakes and have worked hard to change. With the support of Chicago's fans and the White Sox, I see this as a tremendous chance to redeem myself and my reputation."

He continued, "I want to do everything possible to assure the club and the White Sox fans that they'll not be embarrassed by my performance on or off the field."

Cordero, who made $3 million with the Boston Red Sox last season, is expected to arrive at White Sox camp Tuesday.

"Will and I met with White Sox officials in Tucson and he spent a good deal of time with the employee assistant people with the White Sox and got a good feeling for people in a situation like his," said Jeff Moorad, Cordero's agent. "The White Sox situation stuck out like a positive one to allow Wil to get his career back on track."

Montreal also made an offer and two other clubs expressed interest. Cordero was swayed by the chance to play at home, and certainly when the White Sox go on the road.

"It's not something I obviously condone," third baseman Robin Ventura said of Cordero's past problems. "But if a guy can come in here and if a guy has a problem, the team will take care of it."

"If the team helps him, you somehow got to find a way to make this work. We'll see how it goes," Moorad said. "We got something in Ruben Sierra, whose playing time as a DH could be affected by Cordero's arrival, the past is just that."

"If he helps the team, it doesn't matter," he said. "Manuel said the White Sox, who already have the moody Albert Belle, could become the most disliked team in the American League."

"If they are booing one White Sox member, they are booing the whole club. It could easily be a distraction or a positive thing," Manuel said.

If we misunderstand it and let a guy stand out there alone and get booted or ostracized or whatever, then we kind of separate ourselves from the individual like, 'Well, I'm clean and he's not.' Then I think we're going about it the wrong way," Schueler said.

"It's not something I obviously condone," third baseman Robin Ventura said of Cordero's past problems. "But if a guy has a problem, the team will take care of it."

"If he helps the team, it doesn't matter," he said. "Manuel said the White Sox, who already have the moody Albert Belle, could become the most disliked team in the American League."

"If they are booing one White Sox member, they are booing the whole club. It could easily be a distraction or a positive thing," Manuel said.

If we misunderstand it and let a guy stand out there alone and get booted or ostracized or whatever, then we kind of separate ourselves from the individual like, 'Well, I'm clean and he's not.' Then I think we're going about it the wrong way," Schueler said.

"It's not something I obviously condone," third baseman Robin Ventura said of Cordero's past problems. "But if a guy has a problem, the team will take care of it."

"If he helps the team, it doesn't matter," he said. "Manuel said the White Sox, who already have the moody Albert Belle, could become the most disliked team in the American League."

"If they are booing one White Sox member, they are booing the whole club. It could easily be a distraction or a positive thing," Manuel said.

If we misunderstand it and let a guy stand out there alone and get booted or ostracized or whatever, then we kind of separate ourselves from the individual like, 'Well, I'm clean and he's not.' Then I think we're going about it the wrong way," Schueler said.
LACROSSE 
SCHEDULE 
Mar 24 DUQUESNE 
Mar 27 at Davidson 
Mar 29 at Duke 
Apr 4 at Ohio State 
Apr 11 SYRACUSE 
Apr 17 at Connecticut 
Apr 19 GANNON 
Apr 24 at Columbia 
Apr 25 at Harvard 

W.Lax 
continued from page 28

After suffering two tough losses to Colgate and Vanderbilt, Notre Dame anxiously awaits the arrival of Duquesne. The Dukes suffered some setbacks this year with the graduation of six of their starters which could play a factor in today’s game.

Last year, the Irish crushed the Dukes, 15-4, junior Kerry Callahan attained two goals and two assists in last year’s contest.

Sunday, the Irish faced a tough team in the Commodores. Vanderbilt improved to 5-3 on the season with their 19-6 win over Notre Dame. Vanderbilt’s tandem of Susan Napolitano and Michelle Dillow combined for a total of 10 goals and eight assists.

The Irish tried to rally just prior to half with back to back goals from freshman Courtney Calabrese and Kathryn Perrella to cut the lead to three.

Then freshman Lauren O’Shaughnessy scored in initial stages of the second to make the score 8-4.

It seemed as though every time the Irish mounted a form of attack, the Commodores answered. Notre Dame got shutout by Vanderbilt 34-27.

“Then there are sports where we were playing a good transitional game,” Manthei said. “At times we had a high work rate and were successful. Then they [Vanderbilt] all of a sudden had quick goals and we couldn’t react. We couldn’t defend against that. They just had some things in their arsenal that we haven’t faced.”

Manthei chalked up a single goal in the Vandy contest.

Freshman Carrie Marshall saw the majority of the action at goalie.

In 45 minutes of play, she registered 10 saves. Junior Beth Murray saw limited action against the Commodores. She registered five saves in 15 minutes of play.

Turnovers reflect why the score was so lopsided. Notre Dame had 15 turnovers versus Vandy’s nine. While the Commodores caused 12 turnovers, the Irish forced only nine.

Notre Dame is ready to defend its home field and establish their first home victory. The quest begins today at 4 p.m.

Swimming 
continued from page 28

and makes me want to train harder.”

Gallo, who was named the most outstanding swimmer at this year’s Big East Championships, followed up her outstanding performance in the 500 with an even more impressive performance in her heat event, the 1650 freestyle. The Irish’s leader, who posted the sixth-best time out of the 30-swimmer field in that event during the regular season, couldn’t equal that feat, but nonetheless placed ninth in a time of 16:23.62 and once again earned all-American recognition.

Gallo also qualified in the 200 freestyle event and finished 40th.

Suddarth, who earned all-American honors by placing 13th in the 200 breaststroke as a freshman, duplicated that effort and took 11th as a sophomore.

Suddarth established a new school record (2:13.81) in preliminaries and then shattered her own mark in the finals, recording a time of 2:13.47.

“I was looking forward to that race all season and focusing on it for the past month,” said Suddarth. “I’m happy with my performance, but I felt I could have swam better and I was looking to place in the top eight.”

Suddarth also swam her way into the 100 breaststroke finals in a time of 1:01.82, once again breaking her own school record. Her eighth-place finish in the 100 (1:02.05) was yet another all-American effort in the sensational sophomore.

“That was an important heading into the meet after my performance last year,” said Suddarth. “I knew I had it in me. I’m just happy that I was able to put it together and execute the race I wanted.”

Suddarth’s accomplishment is even more impressive considering the fact that the 100 breaststroke finals heat was the fastest in NCAA history and was won by Georgia swimmer Kristy Kowal (59.05), a gold medalist in the World Championships.

“It was exciting to race in that heat,” said Suddarth. “There was a lot of hype and I thrive on that. I perform best under pressure.”

Junior Brittany Kline joined Suddarth in the 100 breaststroke, placing 25th (1:03.88), while freshman standout Carrie Nixon swam to a 27th place finish in the 50 freestyle in her first NCAA appearance. Nixon was also 26th in the 100 butterfly (1:55.80). “Carrie has made a great transition,” commented Suddarth. “To come out that fast as a freshman is really impressive. She has thrown more great years ahead of her.”

A week earlier, sophomore diver Gina Ketelhoven led a strong contingent of Notre Dame divers, cracking the top ten in the NCAA Zone C Diving Championships held at Miami University. After placing 33rd in the competition a year ago, Ketelhoven showed dramatic improvement, finishing ninth in the three-meter event with a score of 407.95. Rhiana Saunders dove to a 15th-place finish with a 380.5 total. In her first-ever NCAA appearance, freshman Jessica Johnstone finished one spot behind Saunders in 13th place. Kari Richards rounded out the Irish squad placing 20th.

This weekend’s NCAA Championship marked the end of another record-setting season for Notre Dame and closed out Gallo’s remarkable career. The Irish will definitely miss their leader, but shouldn’t lose a step with the likes of Suddarth, Kline, and Nixon waiting in the wings.

Listening Session with Professor O’Hara

The University Committee on Cultural Diversity will sponsor a Listening Session with Professor Patricia O’Hara on Tuesday evening, March 24, from 7:30 until 9 p.m. in the Hesburgh Library Auditorium.

Professor O’Hara will offer a 15-minute reflection on issues related to multicultural challenges and concerns at Notre Dame. After Professor O’Hara’s comments, those in attendance will be invited to share their comments and concerns with her.

Refreshments will be served.
Eric Enloe, at No. 5, reeled in two-set victories, after point with Rothschild and the opportunity to play and help the team. Patterson registered a 6-2, 6-4 victory, after No. 2 and 3 doubles earned the first point of the match against the ivy Leangers. Sachire picked up the wins. Horsley robbed

Sachsire's strong team," Bayliss said. "We proved their dependability in the blocks and started attacking," Bayliss said. "Then it became a war." Patterson and Horsley again proved their dependability in singles, with solid wins. Parther of Horsley and Sachire defeated both their opponents in 8-1 wins. Singles, however, seemed like a different match. Or maybe even an entire different game from the Irish perspective.

"Boise State came right out of the blocks and started attacking," Bayliss said. "Then it became a war." Patterson and Horsley again proved their dependability in singles, with solid wins.

Despite his usual success, Ryan Sachire suffered a pivotal loss to Boise State in the Classic's Irish.

The pivotal battle took place on center court where Sachire and Boise State's Dan Mercker fought for bragging rights of Blue-Gray champion. Tied at 3-3, Sachire clung to the hopes of victory, but wound up slipping off the rope in the tug-of-war match, 6-4, 3-6, 6-4. "It was fun to be out there," Sachire said. "It's a situation you dream of, but I feel bad I wasn't able to come through for the team."

The Irish can take solace, however, in their performance. Adjusting to the weather which consisted of high winds and low's of 40 degrees, Notre Dame advanced their winning tally to nine out of their last 10. They also signed their names among the nation's top teams with their strong wins.

"The matches were hard fought, and Boise State was a strong team," Bayliss said. "We played well, and we're not going to dwell on the loss."

**WHAT CAN I DO WITH A DEGREE IN MATHEMATICS?**

Many career opportunities are available to students with degrees in MATHEMATICS. The training and analytical skills acquired in studying mathematics are precisely what many companies and professional schools look for. Here are some of the careers pursued by recent Notre Dame Graduates in mathematics.

- Actuarial Positions in the Insurance Industry
- Computer Programming and Systems Analysis
- Management Consulting
- Post-graduate Study in Business Administration, Computer Science, Engineering, Law, Mathematics, Medicine, Music

For information about majoring in mathematics contact Prof. Dennis Snow (snow.1@nd.edu), Dept. of Mathematics, room 203, or come to the

**Spotlight Program for Mathematics**

Tuesday, March 24, 7-8 p.m.  
Room 226 CCMB
Baseball team
hopes to play first
game in 13 days

By ALLISON KRILLA
Associate Sports Editor

Just consider it pitching on
12 days rest.
For the first time since a 4-3
win against Southern Illinois on
March 11, the Notre Dame
baseball team will take the
field for a game. The Irish host
Cincinnati at
Frank Eck
Stadium with
only 16 games
under their
belts nearly two
months after the 1998 season
began.

Since the Southern Illinois contest,
the Irish have fallen victim to the
weather. Rain or snow
forced the cancellation of seven
games, including two Big East
division doubleheaders in Providence and Connecticut
last weekend.

Short of building a second
dome on campus, the team is
faced with only two alterna­
tives — practicing indoors and
praying for dry days.

"We got outside yesterday
for the first time in about two
weeks," said catcher Jeff
Wagner. "It felt good to be out
there; we've been getting sort
of cramped up practicing inside."

This week's somewhat favor­
able forecast bodes well for the
Irish, who are scheduled to
play four games in the next
dozen.

After its home-opener against Central Michigan on Feb. 25,
Notre Dame hit the road again
for a seven-game swing
in Evansville, Ind., and San
Antonio, Tex., before returning
home for nine straight games.

"It's a lot easier playing at
home," said Wagner. "We just
roll out of bed go to class and
head out to the ball field. It's
lot more relaxing."

The Irish have been itching
to return to the diamond,
boasting seven wins in their
last eight games.

"Early in the year our pitch­
ing was looking good, but our
hitting needed some adjust­
ments," said Wagner. "Then
our hitting was on and our
pitchers were struggling. In the
last few games, we've really
put our pitching and hitting
together."

Sophomore Brant Ust leads the
team at the plate, batting
.350 on the year with 12 RBI
and three home runs.

With four home runs.

But senior captain J.J. Brock
has been the recent offensive
hero for the Irish. Brock
earned Big East Player of the
Week accolades after going 8-for-
16 with two homers and six
RBI in San Antonio.

A core of juniors leads the
Irish pitching staff, which has a
decieving 5.50 ERA that dips to
2.47 when excluding the three
rocky outings against national
powerhouse Miami.

Alex Shilliday paces the staff
with a 2.70 ERA and 37 strikeouts in
19 innings. But senior captain J.J. Brock
earned Big East Player of the Week accolades
after going 8-for-16 with two homers and six
RBI in San Antonio.
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Alex Shilliday paces the staff
with a 2.70 ERA and 37 strikeouts in
19 innings. But senior captain J.J. Brock
earned Big East Player of the Week accolades
after going 8-for-16 with two homers and six
RBI in San Antonio.

A core of juniors leads the
Irish pitching staff, which has a
decieving 5.50 ERA that dips to
2.47 when excluding the three
rocky outings against national
powerhouse Miami.
Crossword

ACROSS
1. Word after a loss
5. God with being unworshiped
16. Cost of踱动
18. Floral primrose figure
21. Marriage site in John 2:1
36. Name of Emperor Frederick I
40. Short summary
41. Macedonian Impossible actress
42. Jin
43. Abdom
45. Art follower
50. Roast site
56..loaded (with)

DOWN
1. Santa Anita race track site
2. One's same soccer
3. One of TV's Housewives
4. Colonel category
5. Philippine island or its weapon
6. Amnesia Gardner
7. Opera with "La" Longo of addition, "with"
8. Behind of "with"
9. March of Mystery
10. Floos insemination into a "rock gap"
11. Chauvinist of St. Peter's painter Gards
12. Frustration's need
13. 1915 Paul Newman film
14. 1995" A Summer Place"
15. Used to brutally in a kingdom by the sea
16. Ethnologist's name
17. Paris
18. French's No. 3 department
19. Santa Anita race track site
20. Like some soccer
21. Of one's soccer
22. Perch above
23. Ticket dispenser
24. Golf camp
25. Highly complimentary
26. Main line
27. 1957 and 1966

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Columns

Across
1. Warship's silver
8. Guineas
15. Chemistry lab selection
22. L. M. A.
29. Match of Mystery
36. Revoir of myth
37. Ruler than true
38. Bitter than water
39. Abolish the
40. Perform a chemical test
41. Lp shade
42. Hores, to houses
43. Lu. Pang's dynasty
44. Symbol of authority
45. Velvet fez

Down
2. Hoist of
3. Player of
4. Liberty
5. 20th century safari camp
6. Amusing.
8. Horses, to houses
9. Kingmaking
10. Lip shade
11. Pillar
12. Rival
13. In a Kingdom
14. Newborn
15. Symbol of authority
16. Symbol of authority
17. Symbol of authority
18. Symbol of authority
19. Symbol of authority
20. Symbol of authority
21. Symbol of authority
22. Symbol of authority
23. Symbol of authority
24. Symbol of authority
25. Symbol of authority
26. Symbol of authority
27. Symbol of authority
28. Symbol of authority
29. Symbol of authority
30. Symbol of authority
31. Symbol of authority
32. Symbol of authority
33. Symbol of authority
34. Symbol of authority
35. Symbol of authority
36. Symbol of authority
37. Symbol of authority
38. Symbol of authority
39. Symbol of authority
40. Symbol of authority
41. Symbol of authority
42. Symbol of authority
43. Symbol of authority
44. Symbol of authority
45. Symbol of authority

Interhall Team Tennis
One Day Tournament
Single Elimination
Men's And Women's Divisions
Captains' Meeting - March 31st,
6:30 PM RSRC Meeting Room
DEADLINE - Thursday, March 26
By M. SHANNON RYAN  Assistant Sports Editor

With a color scheme in mind, the Blue and Gold finished in second place at the Blue Gray Classic, leaving three out of four of their opponents black and blue in the process.

In the Thursday through Sunday tournament at Montgomery, Alabama, the metters were not disenchanten with their red-ribbon finish after a narrow 3-4 loss to Boise State in the finals.

"Getting to the finals was a tremendous showing for us," coach Bob Bayliss said. "It was exciting but hard to lose (with the match) that close and in that magnitude of competition."

Ten out of the top 25 teams in the nation competed in the tournament, including No. 2 Illinois. Notre Dame defeated Tulane, New Mexico, and Harvard before they lost to Boise State.

"Even the teams that were there and unseeded were very good, strong teams," Bayliss said.

Brian Patterson, playing No. 3, and No. 6 Matt Horsley's weekend performances would have to be placed under a microscope to identify any flaws.

Compelling wins in all of their singles matches, they brought the outstanding level of Notre Dame's play, which boasts a record of 12-3, into focus for the nation.

"Absolutely terrific," Bayliss described Patterson and Horsley. "Brian played a high-quality game. Matt has become a real rock for us. He's really anchoring the bottom of the line-up."

The chemistry in pairs proved potent once again, as Notre Dame won every doubles point in the dual matches. Danny Rothschild and Vijay Freeman and Ryan Sachire and Horsley defeated every opponent in pairs competition.

"It was nice to always have the 1-0 lead," Bayliss said. "We've concentrated more on doubles in practice and made changes that strengthened the line-up."

Beginning Thursday, the No. 21 squad rolling to a 4-1 victory over Tulane. The Irish gained the doubles point before Jakub Pietrowski, Brian Patterson, and Matt Horsley drowned the Green Wave in singles.

Sachire was the only Irishman sucked into the tide with a respectable loss to Sophomore Matt Horsley won all eight of his matches in Alabama, helping advance the Irish to 12-2 on the season.

Robert Summerson, the No. 2 player in the nation, "He's a very good player," sophomore Sachire said. "I think I should have been more patient. I had my chances. If I would've taken them, it could have been another story."

In their second day of outdoor competition, the Irish lived out the same tale of success, as they roared New Mexico 4-1.

Again, doubles proved successful, and Patterson and Horsley fired by their opponents.

"I think I'm getting back to how I was playing in the fall (before a wrist injury)," Horsley said. "I'm glad I had this experience that was basically a warm-up for the swimmers."

"That race was a lot of fun since Linda and I got to swim events we usually don't get to," commented Suddarth. "It got us into the racing and settled our nerves."

Senior captain Linda Gallo made some waves in her first ever NCAA appearance, earning all-American honors in two events. In the preliminaries of the 500 freestyle event, Gallo finished 13th with a time of 4:47.04, breaking her own school record which she establishe

The Observer/Kevin Dalum

Brian Patterson went 4-0 in tournament play, leading the Irish to a second place finish.